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Grain growth of nanocrystalline materials is generally thermally activated, but can also be driven
by irradiation at much lower temperature. In nanocrystalline ceria and zirconia, energetic ions deposit
their energy to both atomic nuclei and electrons. Our experimental results have shown that irradiationinduced grain growth is dependent on the total energy deposited, where electronic energy loss and elastic
collisions between atomic nuclei both contribute to the production of disorder and grain growth. Our
atomistic simulations reveal that a high density of disorder near grain boundaries leads to locally rapid
grain movement. The additive effect from both electronic excitation and atomic collision cascades on
grain growth demonstrated in this work opens up new possibilities for controlling grain sizes to improve
functionality of nanocrystalline materials.
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1. Introduction
With advances in nanotechnology, nanostructured materials with grain sizes well below 100 nm
are attracting interest for a wide variety of applications, including novel catalyst, sensors, electronics,
membranes, drug delivery, coatings, batteries, solar cells, fuel cells, and advanced nuclear energy
systems.[1-10] Ceramics are key engineering materials for electronic, optical, space and nuclear industries,
and nanostructured oxides are considered as potential candidates in advanced energy storage and
production.[10] Ceria (CeO2) has a stable fluorite-structure that does not show any known crystallographic
change from room temperature up to its melting point (~2700 °C). As an exceptional mixed electronicionic conductor,[1,11] the properties of CeO2 strongly depend upon its microstructure, temperature, and the
ambient oxygen activity. Zirconia (ZrO2) has been well studied due to its superior chemical, mechanical
and optical properties. While pure ZrO2 has a monoclinic crystal structure at room temperature and
reversibly transforms to tetragonal and cubic phases at high temperatures, cubic phase ZrO2 with
nanoscale dimensions is proven to be stable at room temperature[5,12,13] The tetragonal and cubic phases
have attracted the most attention as various coating materials, refractory materials, and dispersed phases
in composite materials.
In the context of nuclear fuels and the transmutation of radioactive actinides, cubic ZrO2 and
CeO2, which are isostructural with UO2, ThO2 and PuO2, have been used as model systems for evaluating
the performance of nuclear fuel and inert matrices in harsh radiation environments. Ever increasing
energy needs and the disaster at Fukushima nuclear power plants have raised the demands for advanced
fuels and cladding materials that withstand irradiation for longer periods of time with improved accident
tolerance. Nanostructured ceramic materials may provide improved operational fuel performance and
better response in loss of coolant accidents in terms of enhanced radiation resistance, improved
mechanical strength, reduced cracking and higher thermal conductivity due to the high density of
interfaces and grain boundaries (GBs). Knowledge on the response of nanograined oxides to irradiation is
essential to successful utilization of the materials in a radiation environment. Moreover, ion beams
provide an effective approach to tailor size-dependent material properties of oxide-based nanomaterials.
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The ability to control and engineer materials by ion beams in a far from equilibrium environment, which
is different from conventional thermal equilibrium processing, may have profound impacts for research
on new clean energy sources, sensors, and high energy density batteries.
To understand ion-induced electronic and atomic processes on microstructure evolution, ion
irradiation studies in nanocrystalline CeO2 and ZrO2 are performed using high energy Si and Au ions to
evaluate the structural response to different electronic and nuclear energy deposition, as well as the
different ratio of electronic to nuclear energy deposition. The structural response to ion-energy deposition
is investigated and discussed with a focus on the impact from both electronic and atomic processes, as
well as the coupled dynamics. Our experimental results reveal that both electronic energy loss and nuclear
energy loss contribute to grain growth; our atomistic simulations demonstrate that adding high levels of
local disorder, as would be expected from ion-solid interactions, leads to rapid grain growth, consistent
with our experimental results. The additive effects of electronic excitation and atomic collision cascades
on grain growth in nanocrystalline ceria and zirconia films have not been reported previously, and these
mechanisms provide a pathway to control defects and tailor grain size in nanocrystalline materials.
2. Experiments and Simulation Conditions
Nanocrystalline CeO2 (~ 250 to 350 nm) and ZrO2 (~ 460 nm) films with an average grain size
from ~ 5.5 to 10 nm were deposited on a Si(100) wafer using an ion beam assisted deposition (IBAD)
technique (Mill Lane Engineering, Lowell, MA) at room temperature.[5] The ceria films were subjected to
1.0 MeV Si and 3.0 MeV Au ion irradiations at room temperature at fluences up to ~3.49×1016 and
~1.9×1016 cm-2, respectively. To estimate the temperature effect, Au irradiations in CeO2 were also
carried out at 160 K. To differentiate the effects from electronic and nuclear energy losses, ZrO2 films
were irradiated with 3.0 and 12 MeV Au ions at ion fluences up to 5×1015 cm-2 at room temperature with a
goal to deposit different amounts of energy to target electrons and atoms by varying the ratio of electronic
to nuclear energy loss. For the MeV ions used in this study, the electronic, nuclear and total energy
deposition profiles are nearly flat across the oxide films, and most of the Si or Au ions penetrate the films
and stop in the Si substrate, resulting in negligible compositional changes. During the irradiation, the ion
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beam was rastered over the sample surface with horizontal and vertical scan frequency of 517 and 64 Hz,
respectively, to ensure a uniform irradiation.
The Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter (SRIM) code[14] is widely used to estimate stopping
powers (energy loss) along an ion trajectory in matter. Electronic and nuclear energy losses as a function
of depth of the incident ions were determined using the SRIM code under quick damage calculations,
while the average dose in displacements per atom (dpa) was estimated under full-cascade simulations. For
the Si irradiation in CeO2, the sample density of 6.3 g cm-3 was experimentally determined and used in the
SRIM simulations. For the Au irradiation in CeO2, a nominal density of 5.355 g cm-3 (15% reduction
from 6.3 g cm-3) is used in the SRIM estimation to compensate for the overestimation of Au electronic
stopping power,[15-18] and for better comparison to the SRIM-estimated energy loss and dpa values for the
Si irradiation. For Au irradiation in ZrO2, a density of 5.4 g cm-3 is used.[12] In the SRIM simulation,
threshold displacement energies of 27 and 56 eV for O and Ce atoms in CeO2[19,20] and 50 eV for O and Zr
atoms in ZrO2 were used, [12] respectively. In addition to the electronic and nuclear energy loss values
(keV/nm) calculated directly from the SRIM code, the total energy loss to the target electronic system
(electron energy loss: the sum of ionization losses by both ions and recoils) and the energy loss to atomic
collisions (damage energy: the difference between the energy absorbed by recoils and the ionization loss
by recoils) are also determined from the SRIM quick calculations. In other words, the damage energy is
defined as the energy consumed in elastic collision events between atoms. It is worth pointing out that
high-energy recoils can further excite target electrons and produce additional atomic displacement
damage. Their kinetic energy will transfer to both target atoms and electrons, which are further
differentiated as the damage energy and electron energy loss, respectively. Accordingly, the electron
energy loss is defined as the total electronic energy loss from both ions and energetic recoils. At very low
ion energies (< ~ 1 keV/nucleon) where electronic energy loss is negligible, the nuclear energy loss and
the damage energy are similar. At very high ion energies (> ~ 1 MeV/nucleon) where nuclear energy loss
is negligible, the difference between electronic energy loss by the incident ion and total electron energy
loss is small. For MeV ions used in this study, there is a clear difference in these energy loss terms, as
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listed in Table 1 for easy comparison. The SRIM predicted damage (dpa) profile is determined from the
sum of the predicted cation and anion vacancy concentrations and the replacement events. The average
conversion factor of 0.33 and 0.0224 is used to convert ion fluence 1014 cm−2 to ion dose (dpa) for Au and
Si irradiations, respectively, in a 300 nm CeO2 film.
The as-deposited and irradiated oxide films were characterized by backscattering spectroscopy
technique, cross-sectional transmission electron microscope (TEM), selected-area electron diffraction
(SAED), and grazing-incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD). The elemental composition and film
thickness were characterized by Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS), which was performed
using 2.0 MeV He+ beam with two Si detectors located at scattering angles of 150° and 170° relative to
the incoming beam. Non-Rutherford backscattering (NRBS) measurements were also carried out at 170°
with He beam energy varying from 3.01 to 3.05 MeV, which significantly enhances the scattering cross
section of O atoms[ 21 ] to determine possible composition change of O/Ce and O/Zr due to ion
bombardments. TEM specimens were prepared by mechanically polishing down to a thickness of 15 - 20
µm using a tripod polishing technique. Mechanical polishing is followed by ion milling in a Gatan
precision ion polishing system with decreasing beam energy from 4.5 keV to 3 keV. The specimens were
evaluated using a JEOL 2010 transmission electron microscope operating at 200 kV. The diffractometer
(Philips X’Pert MPD) operating at 45 kV and 40 mA has a fixed Cu anode (λKα = 1.54187 Å). A Göbel
mirror for the incident beam and a 0.27 radian parallel plate collimator for the diffracted beam were used
in this study. Glancing angle incidence at a fixed ω = 5° was employed to avoid strong diffraction
intensities from the substrate Si. Asymmetric scans were performed at 2θ = 20° - 100° with a step of
0.05° per 40 sec. Data analysis of the XRD patterns was conducted using commercial software JADE
(version 8.5) from Materials Data, Inc., PDF4+ database from ICSD, as well as whole-pattern in TOPAS
to get a more accurate volume-weighted average crystallite size. Similar trend of the growth behavior are
observed from different spectrum analysis. In current work, all the crystallite sizes have been determined
from the main diffraction (111) peak in the same way, using pseudo-Voigt profiles. One may note that
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grain size determined from GIXRD represents an average size of the coherently diffracting crystallites
and may not be the same as the grain size measured from TEM.
Atomistic simulations were utilized to capture GB movement in nanocrystalline CeO2 within the
limited time scale of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.[ 22 ] The simulation methods are briefly
summarized here, and the details can be found elsewhere.[22] In order to capture GB movement on MD
time scale, the simulations were performed at elevated temperature of 2500 K with a time-step of 0.5 fs.
A point-ion classical interatomic potential developed by Gotte et al.[23] was used where the short-range
interactions were described by a rigid-ion Buckingham-type potential; the details on the potential’s
fidelity can be found elsewhere.[24,25] The long-range Columbic interactions were evaluated via Wolf’s
direct 1/r Columbic summation method[26] with spherical truncation at the cut-off radius of 10.71 Å. The
zero-temperature lattice parameter is the same as the experimental value of a0=5.411 Å. Voronoi
tessellation method[27] was used to construct [100] columnar grain structures with different sizes and
shapes within a three-dimensional cell, and the grains are filled by placing ions on a rotated fluorite lattice
of CeO2. In the grain boundary regions, an ion is removed if it is closer to a neighboring ion by 1.5 Å,
while maintaining charge neutrality. Misorientation angles between any two grains is larger than or equal
to 30° to ensure high-angle grain boundaries. The initial columnar structures produced at T=0 K are
equilibrated by gradually raising the temperature to relax the grain boundaries.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Grain growth under ion irradiation
The as-deposited CeO2 and ZrO2 films were characterized using complementary techniques. The
results from the RBS and NRBS measurements have confirmed that there is no stoichiometry change of
the films within the detection uncertainty. Microstructural changes are investigated by GIXRD and TEM.
GIXRD spectra for the as-deposited CeO2 film and the samples irradiated by 1 MeV Si at 300 K to ion
fluences of 6.36×1015 cm-2 (1.4 dpa) and 3.49×1016 cm-2 (7.8 dpa) are shown in Figure 1, which represent
the typical spectrum quality under other Si or Au irradiation conditions. The full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the (111) peak from the as-deposited film is marked as dashed arrows that are placed at the
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half maximum of all three (111) peaks to show the width change with increase of irradiation. It is evident
from the inset that the width of the (111) peaks become narrower with increasing ion fluence, which
clearly indicates the growth of the nanocrystalline grains. The irradiation-induced grain growth is
determined by fitting the major peaks for each irradiation. The apparent peak shift after irradiation is
related to the stress release upon irradiation.[28]
The nanograins with high quality boundaries in the nanocrystalline CeO2 films are clearly visible
in the high-resolution TEM images (Figure 2a-c), confirming the presence of randomly-oriented grains.
The diffraction patterns and spots shown in insets indicate a typical polycrystalline structure. The highresolution TEM image (Figure 2a) displays fine grain structure of the as-deposited film with average
grain size of ~5.5 nm. The TEM images of the two irradiated samples, by 3 MeV Au to ~ 1×1014 cm-2
(0.34 or 0.33 dpa) at 160 K (Figure 2b) and 300 K (Figure 2c), are also included for comparison.
Compared with the as-deposited film (Figure 2a), a clear irradiation-induced growth is observed (Figure
2b and c). Such grain growth is also supported by the corresponding SAED patterns, shown as insets,
which indicate more discrete diffraction spots after irradiation. To better estimate the grain growth
behavior, GIXRD was carried out to examine grain growth as a function of ion fluence over a large
number of grains. Since the average grain size determined by GIXRD has relatively lower uncertainty
than that from the TEM images, the fitted results of the XRD peaks are used in this study for grain size
determination. The GIXRD results show a sublinear dependence (Figure 2d) where fast growth is
observed at lower fluence and at higher temperature. The temperature dependence is expected, as the
reduced grain growth observed at 160 K may suggest decreased atomic mobility at low temperature that
suppresses the grain-growth process.
3.2 Disorder-driven grain growth
Ions lose energies as a result of the resistance to ion passage in the material. Conventional
understanding suggests that damage in materials is produced in two separated regimes of energies: either
by energy transfer directly to atomic nuclei (damage energy) at low keV energies, or by energy transfer
directly to the electronic system (electron energy loss) at much higher MeV and GeV energies (such as
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swift heavy ions).[29] In the current study, MeV Si and Au ions deposit significant energy to both the
electronic and atomic structures (Table 1), and the influence from the electronic and nuclear energy
deposition may not be negligible or separable. We, therefore, evaluate grain growth as a function of
energy loss to produce atomic displacements (damage energy), total energy loss to target electrons
(electron energy loss), and the total energy deposition (the sum of the two).
Irradiation-induced grain growth has been well observed in metals. More recently, several studies
in ceramic-oxides have also been reported.[12,30,31] In the absence of irradiation, grain growth is generally
attributed to curvature-driven and grain-rotation mechanisms to reduce the grain-boundary curvature, and
both mechanisms are thermally activated. In contrast, under irradiation, we observe grain growth at 160 K
and 300 K (Figures 1 and 2). Such low temperature grain growth does not follow the conventional
thermally-activated mechanisms, as no thermally-induced grain growth occurs at such low temperatures.
Grain growth in nanocrystalline metallic foils has been reported at room temperature under ion
irradiation, and explained by direct impact of thermal spikes on grain boundaries.[32] In this model, grainboundary migration occurs by atomic jumps, within the thermal spikes, biased by the local grainboundary curvature driving. The average grain size with the ion fluence is described by a power law
expression of Dn - D0n = Kφ, where D0 is the initial mean grain diameter, φ is ion fluence, and K is
proportional to the grain boundary mobility of the materials and the driving force.[32] The constant n may
be an intrinsic parameter depending on the material system and the dominating grain growth mechanisms.
Our work on the irradiation-induced grain growth suggests that n value is 5 for CeO2 and 6 for ZrO2,[12]
which is different from the value of 2 for thermally activated grain growth

[33]

and 3 for irradiation-

induced grain growth in metals [32].
Our recent findings from MD simulations have revealed a new fast disorder-driven grain growth
mechanism in ceramics.[22] This disorder-driven mechanism leads to grain growth on a much shorter time
scale (a few tens of picoseconds) as compared to processes based on curvature-driven or grain-rotation
mechanisms (occurring over a few hundreds of picoseconds). This disorder-driven mechanism may lead
to the higher n value in CeO2 and ZrO2, as compared with lower value in metallic systems. The results
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from our MD simulations suggest that the disorder-driven mechanism is only active on MD time scales in
the presence of a large amount of local disorder.[22] The passage of a MeV ion through a solid material
represents a strong intrusion that produces a large number of vacancies and interstitials. Since the energy
transferred from an ion to an atomic nucleus in a single collision is often many times greater than the
binding energy of a few tens of eV, the atom can be displaced from its original site in the lattice. The
recoil atom may receive so much energy that it in turn can displace other atoms, creating a cascade of
atomic collision events. Eventually, a large number of atoms within the solid are set in motion with
energy dissipated as a rapidly quenched thermal spike. This may lead to vacancy and interstitial defects,
mixing of grain boundaries, lattice disorder, and other observable changes in the microstructure in the
region around the ion path. Although many interstitials and vacancies may be eliminated by close-pair
recombination processes, high atomic disorder of more than 60% is observed in single crystalline yttriastabilized cubic ZrO2.[34] Dislocation loops and visible tracks are reported to form in CeO2 for electronic
energy deposition above 12 keV/nm,[35] which is much higher than values in the present study (Table 1).
In CeO2 thin films, electronic energy deposition leads to enhanced production of defects and lattice
disorder,[,[36] and MD simulations of thermal spikes in CeO2 from electronic energy deposition (0.7 to 1.2
keV/nm) reveal that only disorder is introduced.[37] Such irradiation-induced disorder in nanocrystalline
materials where the GB density is high may provide a right non-equilibrium environment for defect or
disorder-GB interactions to activate the disorder-driven mechanism.
To further demonstrate grain growth induced by disorder and grain size effect, additional MD
simulations are carried out in this work. Grain growth behavior is studied in two MD cells (Figure 3) with
a damaged central grain (Figure 3a-d for a 4.5 nm initial central grain and Figure 3 e-h for a 6.5 nm grain).
In both grains, the same number of Ce Frenkel pairs is initially created with the same local defect density,
therefore, the same disordered volume in both cases. In the smaller grain (4.5 nm) where the disorder is
close to GBs, the existing defects (Figure 3a: 0ps) trigger additional defects and disordering that occupy
the whole grain in a very short time (Figure 3b: 7ps), leading to the activation of the disorder-driven grain
growth mechanism. The disordered grain significantly shrinks at 15 ps (Figure 3c) and is completely
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consumed by the neighboring grains at 55 ps (Figure 3d), thereby leading to an overall grain growth. For
the larger grain size of 6.5 nm (Figure 3e), the grain volume is increased by more than a factor of 2;
although the initial number of defects and local defect density (Figure 3e) are the same as those in the
smaller grain (Figure 3a), most defect-GB interactions are observed at up-right part of the central grain at
7 ps (Figure 3f). A majority of the defects are annealed inside the grain within 15 ps (Figure 3g), and only
limited grain growth is observed at 55 ps (Figure 3h). The MD results (Figure 3) show that, as the grain
size increases, the same amount of local disorder will have less interaction with GBs, resulting in less
active grain growth. Thus, only when the disorder, introduced within the simulations or experimentally by
irradiation, interactions directly with grain boundaries will grain growth occur, and the probability for
such interaction decreases with increasing grain size. This process supports the sublinear dependence
(reduced slope) displayed by the GIXRD results (Figure 2d), where the grain growth is less effective with
increasing grain size. As revealed from these MD results (Figure 3), grain growth under irradiation can be
attributed to the disorder-driven mechanism that is triggered by the interaction of irradiation-induced
defects and disorder with grain boundaries. We will now discuss the impact of electronic and nuclear
energy loss on grain growth.
3.3 Dependence on damage energy
To evaluate if the grain growth mainly results from direct displacement cascade collisions, the
irradiation-induced growth is plotted as a function of ion fluence and average ion dose (dpa) (Figure 4).
While ion fluence is defined as the total number of ions that intersect a unit area in a specific time interval
of interest and has units of cm-2, ion dose is a term of deposited energy density and, for damage energy, is
often given in the unit of dpa. Since the original grain size of the as-deposited films varies from ~5.5 to 10
nm, the irradiation-induced change in grain size is used instead of the actual grain size for easy
comparison. The results on ion fluence dependence (Figure 4a) suggest that, in terms of a single-ion event,
a heavy Au ion is more efficient in producing grain growth than a Si ion. As Au ions are more efficient in
producing displacement damage, one would expect faster grain growth under Au irradiation when the
grain growth is plotted as a function of ion fluence. However, the more rapid and larger grain growth
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observed for the Si irradiation versus the Au case (Figure 4b) is surprising. The ion-solid interactions in
CeO2 are shown by the collision plots (Figure 5) for 1000 Au ions versus 1000 Si ions, where many more
displacement collisions are produced from the Au irradiations. The SRIM simulations suggest that for the
same ion fluence of 1014 cm−2, an average of 0.33 and 0.0224 dpa are produced in a 300 nm CeO2 film
under Au and Si irradiations, respectively. High displacement events by Au ions and collision plots
(Figure 5) are in contrast to the dose dependence observed (Figure 4b).
The well-separated Si and Au grain growth curves (Figure 4b) cannot be explained by only
considering the damage energy. One may argue that the cascade damage produced from Si and Au ions
may be different, and therefore, contribute to grain growth differently. The recoil spectra from 3MeV Au
and 1 MeV Si ions are compared (Figure 6) to evaluate possible difference of energy transfer from
collision events. While a slight higher probability for higher-energy recoils exists for 3 MeV Au, the
energy distribution of the majority recoils produced from both ions has relatively low energies, < ~ 300
eV, with very similar probability distribution (Figure 6). Moreover, an effective damage diameter of ~10
nm is estimated for both ions (Figure 5c and f), and no significant difference is observed. Although the
large numbers of defects resulting from atomic displacement events contribute to fast grain growth, the
results (Figures 4-6) show that displacement damage is not the only contribution, and electron energy loss
may play an important role.
3.4 Dependence on total energy loss
The significant transfer of energy to the electronic structure in the current study (Table 1) creates
energetic electrons that produce a cascade of electron collisions on the electronic structure. A larger
number of electron-hole pairs are produced, atomic bonds may be broken, atomic mobility may be
enhanced, and electrons and holes may be trapped. These electronic excitation effects can significantly
influence the kinetics of atomic processes in ceramics under irradiation, including damage recovery[38,39]
or enhanced damage formation.[40] However, most of the energy transferred to electrons is dissipated
locally (in less than one picosecond) in an inelastic thermal spike via electronic-phonon coupling,[41] and
as noted above, inelastic thermal spikes in CeO2 contribute additively to the production of defects and
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disorder.[36,37] As a result, the contribution of electron energy loss may not be negligible. Radiation effects
from energetic ions must be understood not only in terms of atomic collision cascades, but also in terms
of the effects of the localized electronic energy deposition. Although the physics behind the processes of
damage production within low and high energy regimes is fairly well understood, how materials respond
to energy deposition to both electronic and atomic structures in the transition regime remains unclear. For
MeV ions, the contribution of both nuclear and electronic energy loss are significant. Contrary to
conventional understanding that atomic collisions and electronic excitation are two isolated and separate
processes, this opens up the possibility that both nuclear and electronic energy deposition might produce
effects that are competitive (damage annihilation), additive (the sum of the two components), or
synergistic (enhanced damage production that is larger than the sum of the two).
Defect dynamics and self-healing mechanisms are complex in metallic systems and even more
challenging in ceramics because of the significant variation in material properties, structure-types, and
chemical composition. To investigate the distinct but coupled dynamics of electronic and atomic
processes, the response of nanocrystalline cubic ZrO2 films was investigated under 3 and 12 MeV Au
irradiations. With increase in ion energy from 3 to 12 MeV, the damage energy decreases to half, and the
electron energy loss increases nearly 30% (Table 1). To confirm that the damage energy is not the only
driving force for the grain growth, the Au-irradiation induced grain growth was analyzed as a function of
displacement damage in dpa (Figure 7). Since both cases are Au irradiations, microstructure modification
from collision cascades and their impact to grain growth should be comparable. If displacement damage
were to be the only dominate driving force, the grain growth should be less efficient under 12 MeV Au
irradiation than that under the 3 MeV Au irradiation due to the lower nuclear energy loss. The slightly
larger grain growth under the same dose observed for the 12 MeV irradiation (Figure 7) confirms an
important contribution from the electron energy deposition to the overall grain growth.
The integrated effect from energy deposited to the electronic and atomic structures is evident
from the grain growth in nanocrystalline CeO2 and ZrO2 under Si and Au ions. The irradiation-induced
grain growth in CeO2 under both Si and Au irradiations is plotted as a function of the total energy
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deposition (Figure 8). The same energy dependence from both the Si and Au data indicates that both the
damage energy and the total electronic energy loss contribute to the overall grain growth. While the
separate effects from these two different energy deposition pathways are subject to future investigation,
an additive effect is clearly evident. In ZrO2, a similar dependence of grain growth versus total energy
deposition can also be observed for 3 and 12 MeV Au irradiation (Figure 8), which further confirms the
additive effects on grain growth from the energy deposited to the electronic and atomic structures. In the
current study, the electron energy loss varies from 1.3 to 4.9 keV/nm and the nuclear energy loss from
0.12 to 3.1 keV/nm, with the total energy loss ranging from 1.4 to 6.9 keV/nm (Table 1). Within this
energy region, the ratio of initial ion energy transfer to the electronic and atomic structures ranges from
1.3:1 to 3.3:1 for Au ions and is 12:1 for the Si ions (Table 1). It is, therefore, clear that both electron
energy loss and damage energy are not negligible. An additive effect is shown as the grain growth can be
simply described as a function of the total energy deposition in the films, competing or synergistic effects
are not observed in nanocrystalline CeO2 and ZrO2.
4. Conclusion
In summary, the response of nanocrystalline CeO2 and ZrO2 to MeV ion irradiation has been
investigated. Energy loss to both atomic collisions and electrons has significant impact on microstructure
evolution and contributes to effective grain growth. By varying the amount of energy deposition into the
electronic and atomic structures, an additive effect from both atomic collision cascades and electronic
excitation on grain growth is observed that is well described as a function of total energy deposition in the
nanocrystalline oxide films. Atomic level MD simulations provide insights on a disorder-driven grain
growth mechanism that is triggered by the active interaction between irradiation-induced disorder and
GBs. While a fast disorder-driven growth is dominate in small grains, it becomes less effective in larger
grains as the defects tend to anneal rather than interact with the GBs. This study provides important
evidence for understanding the effects of electronic energy loss on the kinetics of atomic processes, as
well as data for validation of computational results. It has also clarified the controlling mechanisms of
grain growth by minimizing the defect activity or concentration in small grains and by pining GB
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movement in the larger grains. This unraveling of mechanisms opens up new possibilities to better control
grain sizes and to improve functionality of nanocrystalline materials.
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TABLE 1: Ion irradiation parameters and SRIM predicted energy loss values. Eirr is the ion energy
impinging on the surface of the oxide films. ∆Eele and ∆Enucl are the average values of the electronic and
nuclear energy loss over the 300 nm and 450 nm film thickness for CeO2 and ZrO2, respectively. ∆E ele-E
and ∆E dam-E are the average values of electron energy loss (total energy loss to the target electrons from
both ion and energetic recoils) and damage energy (total energy consumed in elastic collision events
between atoms). ∆Etotal is the sum of the ∆Eele and ∆Enucl (the same as the sum of ∆Eele-E and ∆Edam-E). The
ratio of ∆Eele-E to ∆Edam-E is also included.
Ion
Si in CeO2
Au in CeO2
Au in ZrO2
Au in ZrO2

Eirr
(MeV)
1.0
3.0
3.0
12.0

∆Eele
(keV/nm)
1.26
1.97
2.59
4.02

∆Enucl
(keV/nm)
0.17
3.75
4.33
2.31

∆Eele-E
(keV/nm)
1.32
3.63
3.85
4.86

17

∆Edam-E
(keV/nm)
0.12
2.09
3.07
1.47

∆Etotal
(keV/nm)
1.43
5.72
6.92
6.33

Ratio
12:1
1.8:1
1.3:1
3.3:1
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Figure Captions
Figure 1 (Color online) GIXRD spectra for the as-deposited CeO2 film and the films irradiated by 1 MeV
Si to ion fluences of 6.36×1015 cm-2 (1.4 dpa) and 3.49×1016 cm-2 (7.8 dpa). Detailed comparison of the
(111) peaks is shown as the inset. The dashed arrows have the same length as the peak width of the asdeposited film, and are located at the half maximum of all three peaks to show the width change upon
irradiations.

Figure 2 (Color online) (a) High-resolution TEM image of (a) the as-deposited CeO2 nanocrystalline film
and the films irradiated by 3 MeV Au at (b) 160 K to 1.04×1014 cm-2 (~0.34 dpa) and at (c) 300 K to
1.0×1014 cm-2 (~ 0.33 dpa). The SAED patterns are included as inset in the corresponding TEM images.
The GIXRD results shown in (d) indicate the increase of grain size as a function of ion fluence at both
irradiation temperatures.

Figure 3 (Color online) Atomistic simulations of disorder-driven grain growth mechanism in
nanocrystalline CeO2 film. The size of the central grain shown in (a) and (e) is 4.5 nm and 6.5 nm,
respectively. Both grains contain the same number of defects with the same local defect density. The
time-dependent evolvement is shown on the top (smaller grain) and bottom (larger grain) images,
respectively. The corresponding time stamps are labeled in the corresponding images.

Figure 4 (Color online) Grain growth of the nanocrystalline CeO2 films under Si and Au room
temperature irradiation, (a) as a function of ion fluence and (b) as a function of ion dose. The fitting
uncertainty of the GIXRD spectra is indicated as the error bars, equivalent to the size of the symbols. The
uncertainty in size determination is typically smaller than 2 nm, as shown by the two Si data points at ion
fluence of 3.49×1016 cm-2 or ~7.8 dpa in the two plots.
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Figure 5 (Color online) Collision plots form the SRIM detailed calculation with full damage cascades for
1000 ions penetrate a 300 nm CeO2 film, (a)-(c) for 3 MeV Au ions, and (d)-(f) for 1 MeV Si ions. The
plots contain all the ion-target atom collisions.

Figure 6 Recoil energy spectra initiated by (a) 3 MeV Au and (b) 1MeV Si ions through a 300 nm CeO2
film showing the probability of recoils as a function of their energy.

Figure 7 (Color online) Grain growth of nanocrystalline ZrO2 as a function of ion dose under 3 and 12
MeV Au irradiations. The lines are curve fit to guide the eye.

Figure 8 (Color online) Irradiation-induced grain growths of the nanocrystalline CeO2 films under 1 MeV
Si and 3 MeV Au irradiations and the nanocrystalline ZrO2 films under 3 and 12 MeV Au irradiations as a
function of total energy deposition in both (a) linear and (b) logarithmic scales. The uncertainty of fitting
uncertainty of the GIXRD spectra is indicated as the error bars, equivalent to the size of the symbols. The
uncertainty in size determination is typically smaller than 2 nm.
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